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Trump Caves In — a Victory for the Lügenpresse (lying press)
Unlike Hitler and Bush, Trump wanted to steer clear of war crimes. In doing this, he thoroughly
annoyed the ruling class in his country — their preparations for war against Russia had gone so
far, our beloved, elected Chancellor had sunk so deeply into their rectums and all the vassal
governments closely behind her, and now all that nuclear encircling has all been for nothing?
And the dispossession of Europe with TTIP, for which the lying press are drumming up support
and the cartel parties are giving their blessing to, is now getting stuck all of a sudden because it
also has the impoverishment of the American working class and smallholders as a consequence.
This cannot be allowed to happen, and for this reason the aggressive and by far most influential
wing of the American mega-capital (such as a certain Mr Soros, compared with whom Trump is
a minnow in capital ownership terms) has, in an unprecedented manner — well, it may have
been similar with Ikhnaton with the priesthood, but that was a long time ago — unleashed its
lying press and that of the 80% of the world ruled by it to savage him unceasingly and daily.
What is remarkable, and you must have noticed this however stupid you try to make out to be,
is the total arbitrariness and randomness of the daily mud-slinging against Trump. This power
of the ruling class, far greater than any American laws or articles of the constitution, has been
grossly underestimated by Trump, who as a multimillionaire has been used to something
completely different when treating his employees roughly: class analysis is not for the plebs, but
it is also clearly not for very clever climbers that have reached the lower edge of the ruling class,
either. Trump has had to experience this every day for months now, after having initially said,
naively, “I have the micro”. No, he does not, president or not, and someone must have made
that clear to him (perhaps Mr Soros himself? Since he organised and financed the election
campaign against Trump and in favour of his stooge Clinton, this suspicion may not even be a
far-fetched one …). The fact that he would, if disobedient, be quickly deposed and robbed of his
assets by the arbitrary justice of his country like a second VW group or Bayer without this
sacrifice delaying the attack on Russia even by a few weeks (because the obedient successor will
carry this through as unproblematically as the wheeled-in successor to the obstinate
Panamanian President Noriega, after the latter had been dragged off to a US prison, did the
extension of the Panama Canal treaty by 100(!) years), must have been set out to him in no
uncertain terms. In this way, Trump has now let himself be blackmailed into what is a minor
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war crime in comparison with his predecessors, and hey presto! Press criticism has been
reduced from fortissimo fortissimo to piano, and has even included a little praise (but not
without some schadenfreude about the success of their blackmail: now Trump is so inconsistent,
ha, ha! The blackmailing press could hardly be performing their function more clearly, no
matter how stupidly the lower of our contemporaries may make themselves out to be out of
slavishness and fear).
For those in the know: the fact that Trump was blackmailed into his crimes is shown by the fact
that this outstanding speaker, who is proud — and says no less in his self-portrayal — of always
having spoken freely in the last 50 years, read out his speech about the attack on Syria.
Just as Julian was an extremely able Roman emperor who was the only one in Late Antiquity to
succeed — and several times at that — in driving the Germanic tribes back behind the limes,
and yet, because he wanted to re-establish religious freedom, the church unanimously set up a
smear campaign against him and he soon died under mysterious circumstances (one Christian
faction even pleaded for the suspected murderer to be canonised), Trump also has his back
against the wall. As we have said, class analysis was and is not his strength; Roman emperors
did not master it either, and this is why he had not counted on this shrill result.
Even if you, as part of a vassal people, cannot change anything about it, understand it at least,
so that you will at least not die stupid — even if you may have lived that way before — from the
radiation from the very justified Russian reaction — and counter the shouters!
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